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Introduction 

•  90% of CPU time of CTA simulations spent in Cherenkov module  
•  Choose to optimize Cherenkov module using vectorization (SIMD) 

–  Cherenkov module exhibits the good pattern to benefit from 
vectorization 

–  Vectorization allows to improve single-core performances (shower 
throughput) 

–  Experiments like CTA need high statistics of simulated showers 
•  The whole workload is parallelized by running several single-core jobs  
•  CTA large-scale productions run on the grid (using DIRAC system) 

–  100-200 million HS06 CPU hours/year 

•  Vectorization of Cherenkov module in C7 presented at last year 
workshop 

–  https://indico.scc.kit.edu/event/529/contributions/5634/attachments/2769/3978/Corsika_OptLA.pdf 

–  Paper accepted for publication in Computing and Software for Big Science 
–  Further improvements since then and final conclusions 
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Shower	   ParAcle	  track	  

Track	  step	  
Track	  sub-‐step	  

Atmosphere	  
(n,	  δ,	  η,	  T,	  ...)	  

Summary: Cherenkov production and 
propagation in C7 
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EGS4/SHOWER/ELECTR	  
-‐	  Shower	  development	  

-‐	  Transport	  of	  	  
electron/positron	  

CERENK	  
-‐	  Nb	  of	  emiCed	  	  

Cherenkov	  photons	  
-‐	  Grouped	  in	  bunches	  

raybnd	  
-‐	  DeviaHon	  of	  	  

photon	  bunches	  by	  	  
atmospheric	  refracHon	  

telout	  
-‐	  Record	  coordinates	  	  
of	  photon	  bunches	  
hiIng	  the	  telescopes	  

VectorizaAon	  	  
to	  treat	  mulAple	  bunches	  	  

in	  parallel	  (SIMD)	  



Summary: Vectorization of Cherenkov 
module in C7 1/2 

•  Exploit // at the sub-step level   
•  Main steps of code transformation 

•  Write vectorized version of raybnd function (raybnd_vec)  
•  Transform the main sub-step loop and split it into 2 loops  

•  Vectorized loop -> calls to raybnd_vec   
•  Scalar loop (for the ‘remaining’ sub-steps) -> calls to raybnd 

•  Transform inner loops to enable auto vectorization 
•  Use math vector library (vec_exp, vec_sin, vec_cos, etc.) 

•  Accuracy not sacrified by these optimizations  
•  Identical output wrt to the original version 
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Summary: Vectorization of Cherenkov 
module in C7 2/2 

•  Performances measured on avx2  
•  Speed-up 1.52 

•  Performances measured on avx512 
•  It should bring x2 speed-up wrt to avx2 on the vectorized code 
•  In practice we have obtained only little improvement  

•  We observed that the clock frequency is automatically 
reduced to avoid chip heating 

•  Further optimizations since then 
•  Tuning the size of vectors used in the vectorized code 
•  Memory usage optimization 
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Tuning vector size 

•  vector size also 
determines how often we 
enter in the vectorized or 
in the scalar loop 

•  mean loop size ~ 32 sub-
steps 
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•  Initial default vector size = 4  
–  Chosen to fit avx2 registers and to enhance the execution of the 

vector loop 
•  Several values tested: 4, 8, 16, 32 

–  Found best performances for size=8 
•  Speed-up increased from 1.5 to 1.6 

•  raybnd_vec	  works	  on	  
vectors	  of	  configurable	  
size	  



Memory usage optimization  

•  Study cache misses profile 
–  About 70% of cache misses occur in 

memset_sse2 function  
•  memset_sse2 initializes memory blocks to 0  

–  Called by calloc in photon_hit (IACT/atmo) to 
allocate and initialize structs of photon bunches 

•  Replacing calloc with much faster malloc (no 
memory initialization) in photon_hit  
–  Cache misses reduced by a factor 20 
–  Speed-up increased from 1.6 to 1.8 

•  Final speed-up 1.8 
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Cache	  misses	  by	  func/on	  



Portability 

•  CTA large-scale productions require running on heterogeneous 
computing resources (e.g. grid sites)  
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•  We have prepared several versions of the optimized code 
compiled for different instruction sets: sse4, avx, avx2, avx512 
–  corsika jobs discover the available instruction set on the target 

CPU and fetch the corresponding version 
•  Dedicated production with the optimized code run on the grid 

–  34k jobs and ~ 5.3 billion showers 
–  No portability issues showed up  

Nb	  of	  jobs	  per	  CPU	  type	  



Overall performances on large-scale 
productions 

•  Run 2 test productions on the grid 
1.  Original C7 version 
2.  Optimized version for the target instruction set 
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Nb	  of	  jobs	  per	  inst.	  set	  

•  Overall speed-up: 1.6  
–  Compatible with 1.8 speed-up 

measured on a dedicated avx2 server 
•  Also large-scale tests with containers 

–  Grid productions running corsika jobs in 
singularity containers 

–  No performance degradation observed 

avx2	  
70%	  

•  1000	  jobs	  
•  50k	  showers	  per	  job	  

avx	  
8%	  

avx512	  
10%	  

sse4	  
12%	  



Lessons learned 

•  Vectorization is an effective approach to improve single-core 
performances 
–  Adapted to patterns where several computations can be applied to 

multiple data independently  
•  e-infrastructures available in our community 

–  Mostly support avx2 (allows max speed-up x4) 
–  avx512 not yet widely spread and difficult to get best performances 

out of it 
•  Auto vectorization 

–  No external dependencies 
–  Produces a portable code  
–  Successful in confined data loops with reduced branch complexity and 

without data dependency 
–  Difficult to apply to complex codes -> Prefer vector libs 

•  Vectorized mathematical libraries bring significant speed-up 
–  It typically requires to transform the code to pass vector inputs 

•  Memory optimization is equally important 
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GeantV R&D project 

•  Redisign Geant4 to exploit SIMD model (vectorization) and 
increased data and code locality (ended in 2019) 

•  Exploit track-level //  
•  Goal: speed-up from 2 to 5 
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GeantV – Lessons learned in a nutshell  

•  Good level of vectorization achieved for the individul sw 
components 
–  em physics, geometry, etc. 

•  CPU gain is small even though the fraction of vector instruction is 
significant 
–  ‘basketization’ overheads -> reshuffling particles to keep baskets filled 
–  Gather/scatter and mask operations 
–  Trade off between memory and efficiency 

•  vertical vectorization, i.e. vectorization of inner-loops for a single 
track applied when possible 
–  Good performances -> no particle reshuffling/gather/scatter involved 
–  This is the way we have vectorized the Cherenkov module in C7 

•  Derived products potentially interesting for C8 
–  VecCore and VecMath libs 

•  Much more details here 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.00949 
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Transfer lessons learned to C8 

•  Can we exploit SIMD model in C8? At which level? 
•  Study which sw components can be vectorized (i.e. Cherenkov, 

radio, em interactions, etc.) 
•  Study how to transform the main step-loop to process multiple 

particles at once (similarly to GeantV) 
–  Can we avoid/limit the overheads due to particle reshuffling and 

gather/scatter operations? 
–  I’ve seen that some work already started in this direction 

•  https://gitlab.ikp.kit.edu/AirShowerPhysics/corsika/issues/224 
•  Enhance inner-loops vectorization anyway 
•  Writing vectorized code makes it easier to eventually porting to 

GPU 
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Plans 

•  We plan to contribute to C8 with Cherenkov production and 
propagation modules 
–  First using available atmospheric models then introducing more 

accurate models (i.e. external atmospheric tables)  
–  Writing code in a generic way to be executed both in scalar or 

vectorized mode 
–  Validate results against C7 
–  Compare performances of Cherenkov standalone between C7 and C8  
–  Study the impact of modern C++ on compiler optimizations  

•  Study if SIMD model can be applied more generally to C8, e.g. to 
the main particle loop, and explore other types of optimization 

•  PhD thesis of Matthieu started in october 2019  
–  Work started with Cherenkov optimization in C7 
–  Next focus will be the contribution to C8 (Cherenkov and core 

optimizations) 
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